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Out-of-town Tours. Copenhagen. 

Guided tour to the Frederiksborg Castle (4 hours) 

Frederiksborg castle is situated in the city of Hillerød in North Zealand region of Denmark. It was 

built as a royal residence for King Christian IV and is now a museum of National History. First 

castle that was established here dates back to 1560 and was named Hillerødholm after the name of 

the town. The castle is located on three small islands in the middle of Palace Lake (Slotsøen) and is 

adjoined by a large formal garden in the Baroque style. 

 

Guided tour to the Fredensborg (4 hours, in July only) 

Fredensborg castle is a castle in Baroque style which is located on the east shore of Esrum Lake.  

In autumn and spring castle serves as a residence of Danish Royal family, moreover the most 

important events of Royal Family are celebrated here – like weddings, anniversaries and birthdays.  

 

Guided tour of Fredensborg castle and Frederiksborg castle / in july only / (6 hours) - 

Guided tour to two beautiful castles of Denmark.  

 

Guided tour of Kronborg and Fredensborg (6 hours) –  

Guided tour to two beautiful castles of Denmark.  

 

Guided tour «Royal Palaces of Zealand» (6 hours or 7 hours with lunch) – guided tour to three 

castles of Zealand - outdoor tour around Krongborg and Fredensborg castles and guided tour into 

the Frederiksborg castle.  

 

Guided tour «Royal Palaces of Zealand» (8 hours) – the extended tour to three castles of Zealand, 

including guided tour around and into the castles – Kronborg and Frederiksborg, and tour outside 

the Fredensborg castle. 

 

Guided tour to Krongborg castle (5 hours) 

Kronborg castle is situated near Hellsingor town at the north-east part of Zealand Island. Here the 

Öresund Sound is at its narrowest and the distance between Denmark and Sweden is only 4 km. 

Such location made this castle an important strategic and military outpost during many centuries. 

Today Krongborg is known as a home of Hamlet and Ogier the Dane. According to the legend, 

Ogier the Dane is still sleeping in the heart of the castle ready to wake up to save Denmark in case 

of danger.  

 

Guided tour to Dragsholm Castle 

Dragsholm is the oldest castle on the territory of Denmark. This is a truly magnificent place with 

many centuries of history and beautiful landscape. Now it is a famous castle-hotel with the ghosts. 

The atmosphere of the hotel is filled with the spirit of the Middle Ages and antiquity: carved 

furniture with satin upholstery, ancestral portraits on the walls and lots of trophies. It attracts 

tourists every year with the stories of ancient ghosts inhabiting its walls.   
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Guided tour to Bernstorff Castle 

This castle is situated just in 30 min from the center of Copenhagen. It was built by Foreign 

Minister of the King Frederik V – Johan Ernst Bernstorff. The castle is surrounded by magnificent 

hunting grounds where deer roam freely not being afraid of park visitors. 

 

Guided Tour to Roskilde (5 hours)  

Roskilde is one of the oldest cities in Denmark, ancient capital of Danes. It is located on the high 

hill, where the magnificent view over the Roskilde fjord opens before the visitors eyes. This place is 

strongly associated with the Viking times and history. Right on the shore there is a museum of 

Vikingeskibsmuseet, where you can see five Viking ships, which was found at the bottom of the 

fjord. Other main attraction of Rodkilde is Cathedral, the tomb of Danish Monarchy.   
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